
Senior Dyslexia Group Activities from Ms. Garahy:  20th April 

Hope you had a good Easter!! 

1. HOMONYM FUN:  

Homonyms are words that sound the same but are spelt differently and have 

different meanings, like BARE and BEAR. 

Put the following homonyms into a sentence to show that you know the 

difference: 

TAIL and TALE, SHOO and SHOE, HEAL and HEEL, EWE and YOU, HOLE and 

Whole, BRAKE and BREAK, WRITE and RIGHT, BLEW and BLUE, SEE and SEA, 

PEAR and PAIR, ROLL and ROLE and MAIL and MALE. 

 

See if you can think of any other homonyms. 

 

2. FORMING WORDS:  

Can you form at least 40 words using the letters from the word TREASURE? 

 

 

3. ALPHABET THINKING: 

Take a book you have a home and write out a word from the book for each letter 

of the alphabet. The word must have 3 letters or more eg: a= almost, b= 

beautiful. 

 

4. WORD WASP page 46 and 47: plurals of words “s” or “es”. 

Take each column per day for the 4 days. 

 

5. NEIGHBOURHOOD WORD SEARCH. 

In the list below are words to do with your neighbourhood. Try to make a word 

search using them, hiding them up, down, backwards, forwards and diagonally. 

 

STREET *  ROAD  *  FRIENDS  *  HOME  *  ESTATE  *  HOUSES  *  LIBRARY  

*  LIVE  *   

PARK  *  SCHOOL  *  SHOPS  *  TOWN  *  GRREN AREA  *  PLAYGROUND  *. 

 

6. A DIFFERENT ORDER: 

Sometimes the letters of a word can be placed in a different order to spell a 

new word. 

An example of this would be changing FELT into LEFT.  



Write out the following two rows and draw a line from the word on the left to 

its new word on the right. 

 

 

ART                                                        HOST 

EAR                                                        SALE 

CLAM                                                    CALM 

STOP                                                     RACE 

READ                                                     NOT 

CARE                                                     POST 

EAST                                                      RAT 

SEAL                                                SEAT 

SHOT                                               ARE 

TON                                                 DARE 

 

 

7. DOUBLE TROUBLE: 

Add the missing pairs of letters to complete these words. 

Choose between ff, ss and ll. 

 

O_ _ Fu_ _ Lo _ _ 

Cli _ _ Stu _ _ Mi __ 

Be_ _ Me_ _ y Si _ _ y 

Sme _ _ Se _ _ Gra _ _ 

Ba _ _ Bi _ _ Gla _ _ 

Sni _ _ Wi _ _ To _ _ ee 

Dre _ _ We _ _ Te _ _ 

Cro _ _ Flu _ _ y Ca _ _ 

 

 

8. MISSING VOWELS: 

Using the sentences as clues, add the missing vowels to complete the words. 

 

The ch _ ir leg was br _ken. 

The sa _cepan was v _ry hot. 

Sh _ crossed the ro _ d on her own. 

The m _n’s hat was br _ght red. 

There w _re eleven pupp _es. 

She ran t_ the b _s. 

The p _g liked rolling in the m _d. 



 

 

 

Girls if you want to send me any work my email address is 

julianagarahy@sml.tullow.ie 

 

 

 

 


